Another Kind of War
by: Rabbi Jeremy Rosen
I know I shouldn’t tar everyone with the same brush, but I have to say the
Israelis seem to shoot themselves in the foot so many times that I’m
surprised they still have any feet left. It really worries me. I know there’s
nothing we Jews can get right but still do we really have to hand it to them?
OK, so I can understand a not very sophisticated or educated ultra-Orthodox
minister of the interior, who only got a senior appointment because of
haggling and coalition bargaining, puts his foot in it and embarrasses his
prime minister by announcing more building on the very day the American
special negotiator, Senator George Mitchell, comes to town. After all, he is
not just a politician (and we know that almost all politicians are either
crooked or stupid), he is a rabbi too. So what do you expect?
OK. I can understand the Israeli police force mishandling the Sheikh Jarrah
protestors. Everyone knows the Israeli police are both infiltrated by
criminal contacts and dumb. That is why they always go around in twos–one to
write and the other to read.
OK, I can understand that you bring a walking disaster like Avigdor Lieberman
into office. He has been your protégée and knows all your dirty secrets. You
owe him. But why then put Lieberman, a man with fewer diplomatic skills than
Mike Tyson (and not much more attractive), in the most sensitive public
relations area, the Foreign Ministry? Even if you do give him by far the best
and most articulate spokesman you could wish for, Mark Regev (you then make
sure he only gets limited exposure and you let incompetents make matters
worse, because you owe other friends other favors).
OK, I can understand you give Barak the Defense Ministry. He is an exgeneral, a highly cultured, and by now a very wealthy, politician who
nominally stands for the old left-wing aristocracy. He is supposed to be in
charge of the army that cannot even dislodge one illegal settlement. He
cannot rein in settlers running amok and shooting up villages. He was the one
responsible for that stupid botched handling of the flotilla. For goodness
sakes you either have lousy intelligence or you deserve to be fired for
sending unprepared soldiers abseiling down into a cesspit of ‘peaceful’ of
course, murderous jihadis. It obviously didn’t occur to him to disable the
propellers or the engine and let it drift for some other humanitarian boat to
come to its rescue.
Yes, we know this was a cleverly planned trap laid by experienced agitators
to maximize PR and further isolate Israel. We know legitimate aid gets into
Gaza from Israel, and cars and trucks come in via tunnels from Egypt. Gaza
gets more aid than most decaying rustbelt towns in the US, and the United
Nations has just opened an Olympic-sized swimming pool for them. We know the
world won’t cry over the 94 Ahmadiyya massacred in Pakistan last week or call
for a boycott. And yes, we know Turkey needs to cover up its own massacres of

Armenians and Kurds. Anyone notice how many Kurds were killed last week? And
Erdogan, himself? Why is everyone saying Israel is losing a friend? He was
never a friend. Remember how he insulted Peres at Davos? No, it was the
secular generals who got on with Israel, and now Erdogan the Muslim antisecularist is putting them all in jail.
And is a blockade against Gaza getting you anywhere? What is the point? Look
at the US. It has equally stupidly been blockading Cuba for a generation and
got nowhere. For goodness sakes, stop it. Shut down the Israel side of the
border altogether. After all Hamas wants the end of Israel why help it
altogether? Let it direct its hatred south. Yes I know arms will come in the
way they are flowing into Lebanon. And they will be fired at Israel and Hamas
doesn’t give a damn how many expendable women and children are killed in
return. We know if Israel retaliates it will be blamed. But better be blamed
and get rid of your enemy than getting blamed and NOT getting rid of them. It
is clear that getting rid of Israel is the agenda and of a lot of Jews too of
all smells.
OK, so it is Netanyahu’s fault for being so desperate for power he preferred
to get into bed with the religious, the right-wing, and the Russians instead
of a presentable, reasonable, intelligent moderate like Tzipi Livni. So yes,
we know Netanyahu flatters to deceive–and if he sounds articulate, the fact
is he is not very bright. He was not a success last time and he is not now.
If only the silver lining was that he’d really give peace a chance but it is
clear that’s beyond him.
Why even Olmert at least had the common sense to allow an earlier dumb
flotilla through to Gaza. For goodness sake, let ‘rent mobs’ have their
demonstrations. They know they can’t get near China or Russia, who bomb the
hell out of their troublesome minorities or Iran who torture them to death.
They know if they try going through Egypt they’ll end up in jail. Israel is a
soft target precisely because it is not as bad as everyone says it is. You
never saw any placards amongst the demonstrators saying ‘Muslims kill
Muslims,’ more than anyone else.
OK, I know I am going to be embarrassed week after week by incompetent
Israeli politicians. But I had hoped the much vaunted Israeli military top
brass were at least up to scratch. So even if Israel continues to bury itself
further into the PR pit that its enemies are digging daily for it, at least
we could count on them to save ourselves from ourselves.
But they did not cover themselves in glory in Lebanon against the braggadocio
Hezbollah guerillas. They did not do a much better job in Gaza. Now they
bloody well can’t even handle a civilian ferry on the high seas. And these
are the people we expect to defend a Jewish state from the hoards of
primitive fanatics, an Iranian nuclear bomb, and the political failures.
How on earth anti-Semites can think we control and manipulate the world, when
we can’t even run one of the smallest states on the planet, Lord only knows.
But then hatred knows no logic. And how they can think we control Washington
when we can’t even take control of a Turkish ferry without a massive cock-up.
It just beggars belief. The Great American Government can’t even handle a
hole in the Gulf of Mexico. I only hope and pray God is still watching.

